A symmetric van der Pauw disk of homogeneous nonmagnetic indium antimonide with an embedded concentric gold inhomogeneity is found to exhibit room-temperature geometric magnetoresistance as high as 100, 9100, and 750,000 percent at magnetic fields of 0.05, 0.25, and 4.0 teslas, respectively. For inhomogeneities of sufficiently large diameter relative to that of the surrounding disk, the resistance is field-independent up to an onset field above which it increases rapidly. These results can be understood in terms of the field-dependent deflection of current around the inhomogeneity.
Magnetoresistive sensors are critical components in technologies such as high-density information storage (1) and position/speed monitoring in mechanical devices (2, 3) . The magnetoresistance (MR) of such sensors contains a physical contribution from the magnetic field dependence of the material parameters and a geometric contribution from the dependence of the current path and output voltage on the sample shape and electrode configuration (4, 5) . Either the physical or geometrical contribution may dominate the observed MR. To date, only two classes of magnetic materials, artificially layered metals (6) and the manganite perovskites (7) , which exhibit giant MR (GMR) (8) and colossal MR (CMR) (9) , respectively, have been considered serious candidates in the drive to develop sensors with increased MR at room temperature (RT). For both of these classes, the physical MR dominates. In contrast, we found that patterned nonmagnetic InSb, a high-mobility narrow-gap semiconductor, exhibits RT enhanced geometric MR orders of magnitude larger than the physical MR obtained to date with other materials.
In layered metals or manganite perovskites, the MR is negative (the resistance decreases with applied magnetic field), whereas the MR of a nonmagnetic semiconductor is positive and usually includes physical and geometric contributions (10) . In such materials, the physical MR results from the orbital motion of the charge carriers caused by the Lorentz force. So does the geometric MR, but it also depends strongly on the boundary conditions for current flow. The geometric MR increases quadratically with mobility and magnetic field at low field (5); therefore, high-mobility narrowgap semiconductors (11) , such as InSb and Hg 1-x Cd x Te, are attractive materials for exploring geometric effects. Inhomogeneities can enhance the geometric MR of a material (12, 13) , but such enhancements have been rather small, typically less than a factor of ϳ20 change in resistance in a magnetic field of H-1 T (13, 14 ) . The much larger changes that we report result from current deflection by the inhomogeneity that approximates a short circuit at zero magnetic field and an open circuit at high field.
Our samples consist of metal organic vapor phase epitaxy-grown epilayers of Tedoped n-type InSb. A buffer layer of 200-nm undoped InSb was grown on a 4-inch semiinsulating (100) GaAs substrate (resistivity Ͼ 1 ϫ 10 15 ohm⅐m). A 1.3-m active layer of InSb (electron concentration n ϭ 2.6 ϫ 10 22 m Ϫ3 and mobility ϭ 4.55 m 2 /Vs) was deposited on the buffer layer and capped by a 50-nm InSb contacting layer (n ϳ 1.5 ϫ 10 23 m Ϫ3 ). This epitaxial sequence was passivated by a 200-nm layer of Si 3 N 4 . Because of lattice mismatch at the GaAs/InSb interface, the in-plane RT mobility of InSb drops rapidly with thickness below ϳ1 m (reaching a value of 0.1 m 2 /Vs at 150 nm (15) . Thus, the InSb buffer does not represent a parallel conduction channel. The heavily doped thin cap layer has low mobility and is partially depleted because of band-bending at the InSb/Si 3 N 4 interface. Hence, this layer likewise does not contribute to parallel conduction. The wafers were photolithographically patterned into chips bearing mesas (Fig. 1, inset) . The circular mesas (diameter ϭ 1 mm) contain four equally spaced contact pads and a concentric hole with smooth side walls (average wall angle ϳ19°from vertical, tapered outward), prepared by reactive ion etching. Subsequently, the hole and mesa contact pads were simultaneously metalized with a Ti/Pt/Au stack, with Au the dominant component, forming a modified van der Pauw (vdP) geometry. Contacting was by wire-bonding.
The MR was therefore measured with a concentric conducting inhomogeneity of radius r a and conductivity 0 (ϭ 4.52 ϫ 10 7 /ohm⅐m for Au) embedded in a vdP disk of homogeneous semiconductor of radius r b and conductivity (ϭ 1.86 ϫ 10 4 /ohm⅐m for InSb) Ͻ Ͻ 0 . This construct was first used by Wolfe et al. (16) to account theoretically for geometrically induced mobility and Hall coefficient anomalies exhibited by inhomogeneous semiconductors. We define two parameters, the filling factor ␣ ϭ r a /r b and the conductivity ratio s ϭ 0 /. Then, for fixed current, i, the effective four-contact resistance of the composite disk is
R(H,T,␣,s) ϭ V(H,T,␣,s)/i
, where V is the measured voltage ( Fig. 1) and T is the temperature. We report here only RT measurements with Au inhomogeneities in InSb so we drop the temperature and s variables and define the MR as equivalently, the resistivity, requires two voltage measurements from different pairs of current and voltage electrodes. For the four-fold symmetric geometry used here, only one such measurement is required.) A semilog plot of R(H,␣) for 0 Յ H Յ 1 T and for various values of ␣ from 0 to 15/16 ( Fig. 1) shows that R(0,␣) drops monotonically with increasing ␣ as a result of the increasing conductance of the inhomogeneity. However, because the conductivity of the Au inhomogeneity is finite, R(0,␣) saturates at large ␣ Ͼ ϳ13/16. We took care to verify that this saturation is real and not an artifact of the measurement apparatus. When saturation occurs, the resistance becomes field-independent up to a critical field above which it rises rapidly with increasing field. Thus, for sufficiently large ␣, the device acts like a magnetic diode or switch.
The MR dependence on ␣ for a family of fixed magnetic fields (Fig. 2) shows that it grows monotonically up to ␣ ϭ 12/16 or 13/16, above which it precipitously decreases. Also note (Fig. 3 ) that the MR evolves from a quadratic to a quasi-linear field dependence up to ␣ ϭ 13/16, and for fields above ϳ2 T, it either saturates or, for ␣ ϭ 14/16 and 15/16, exhibits a maximum. However, the most notable feature of the data of Figs. 2 and 3 is the magnitude of the MR. For ␣ ϭ 12/16, the MR is 113% at 0.05 T, whereas for ␣ ϭ 13/16, it is 9100% at 0.25 T and 750,000% at 4 T. For comparison, we note that layered metals exhibit a GMR of ϳ22% at RT and 0.005 T (8) or giant magnetotunneling of ϳ42% at RT and 0.0003 T (17), whereas the manganite perovskites (7) show a CMR of 127,000% at 77 K and 6 T but only 39% at RT and 1.75 T (9).
To discuss the principles (16, 18) that underlie the achievement of such high values of RT MR, we consider the composite vdP geometry. The components of the magnetoconductivity tensor (H) for the semiconduc-
All other tensor components vanish. The electric field, E, is normal to the equipotential surface of the highly conducting inhomogeneity. The current density is written as J ϭ (H)E. At H ϭ 0, (H) is diagonal so J ϭ E and the current flows into the inhomogeneity, which acts as a short circuit. At high H (␤ Ͼ 1), the off-diagonal components of (H ) dominate so JЌE. Equivalently, the Hall angle (5) between E and J approaches 90°, and the current becomes tangent to, i.e., deflected around, the inhomogeneity. Thus, the inhomogeneity acts as an open circuit. The transition of the inhomogeneity from short circuit at low H to open circuit at high H results in a geometric enhancement of the MR of the semiconductor even if its physical MR is zero. The geometric MR increases with ␣ because R 0 ␣ decreases. However, when ␣ becomes sufficiently large so that the low-field current flows mostly through the inhomogeneity, the MR will be that of the inhomogeneity itself, which for Au is negligibly small. Then an appreciable MR is only observed when H is sufficient to deflect the current from the inhomogeneity such that the conductance through the metallic inhomogeneity is smaller than the conductance through the semiconductor annulus of thickness r b Ϫ r a . It is instructive to compare the underlying mechanism of the enhanced MR geometry with that of other four-terminal devices (Hall geometry) and with two-terminal geometrical magnetoresistors (Corbino geometry). In this comparison, we define R as V/i, where V is a voltage measured over two contacts in response to a current applied to the same or different contacts. For all three geometries, the H dependence of R results from the existence of field-dependent off-diagonal components in the conductivity tensor and from the boundary conditions of the structure. However, the enhanced MR geometry is unique by virtue of the boundary condition imposed by the inhomogeneity. The Hall geometry differs from the Corbino and enhanced MR geometries by the symmetry of R(H ): The Hall response is antisymmetric and linear; hence, R Hall (H ϭ 0) ϭ 0. In contrast, both MR geometries exhibit a resistance that is symmetric in H and quadratic at low H with R MR (H ϭ 0) 0. Thus, enhanced geometric MR devices can be directly compared with Corbino devices and also with other twoterminal devices operating on physical MR principles. The definition of MR, as [R(H ) Ϫ R(H ϭ 0)]/R(H ϭ 0), is not applicable to devices exhibiting antisymmetric behavior (Hall), because in those cases R(H ϭ 0) is necessarily zero. Therefore, despite its fourcontact character, the enhanced MR effect must be differentiated from the Hall effect.
The approximately quadratic behavior of enhanced MR for ␣ Յ 13/16 at low H allows us to apply the form [⌬R(
where app ␣ is the apparent mobility (18) and H 0 is a small zero-field offset (19) . The apparent mobilities obtained from fits to the data with the use of this form are larger than the actual mobility of the semiconductor. Indeed, for ␣ ϭ 13/16, we find app 13/16 / ϭ 22.3. The quasi-linear response and roll off of the MR at higher fields can also be quantitatively accounted for by use of an augmented Wolfe model that we have used previously (18) to explain the much smaller MR that results from natural growth-induced microscopic inhomogeneities in Hg 1Ϫx Cd x Te, x ϭ 0.1. The application of this model to the enhanced MR of InSb is addressed elsewhere (20) .
A comparison of the expected performance of enhanced MR devices with other magnetic sensors in common use is also appropriate. Such a comparison is facilitated by considering the high-frequency (Ͼ100 kHz) power signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for which thermal noise is dominant. It can be shown that for an enhanced geometric MR sensor and a Hall sensor of the same (homogeneous) material and approximately equivalent dimensions, SNR MR /SNR Hall is proportional to app / (5, 21). Thus, our enhanced geometric MR devices should be superior to Hall sensors. Consider now two-probe metallic physical GMR sensors. As SNR MR is proportional to (⌬/) 2 (21), the two-probe advantage is partially negated by the higher MR and higher of the geometric MR sensor. Furthermore, physical MR information storage sensors such as spin-valve read heads may not provide sufficient sensitivity when scaled to sizes corresponding to the superparamagnetic limit for modern media of 100 Gb/inch 2 , because of demagnetization and other magnetic effects (22) . Composite nonmagnetic semiconductors with enhanced geometric MR Ͼ ϳ100% at the relevant field (23), H rel ϭ 0.05 T, are not thus limited and could still exhibit high MR even when scaled to mesoscopic sizes (24). Also, their response time can be approximated by the inverse of the plasmon frequency, yielding a value in the subpicosecond range (25). This is substantially faster than the 10 Ϫ9 to 10 Ϫ10 s switching times of metallic sensors that are limited by magnetization dynamics (22) . It should also be easy to provide the ϳ 0.2 T self (19) or external biasing necessary to obtain a linear response and higher MR close to H ϭ 0.
In addition to SNR, semiconductor physical MR sensors are often judged by a figure of merit (1/R)(dR/dH) that typically exhibits a RT maximum of ϳ2.5 T Ϫ1 around a biasing field of 0.25 T (2). If we use this figure of merit, our MR sensor with ␣ ϭ 13/16 reaches a corresponding maximum of 24 T Ϫ1 at 0.13 T, a factor of ϳ10 improvement, realized at a lower field. InSb enhanced geometric MR sensors should also be competitive with InSb Hall sensors (3) now produced in quantities Ͼ10 9 /year for motors in consumer electronics.
Finally, one can readily anticipate sensors with still higher geometric MR values than reported in this proof-of-principle study. With higher mobility films and more vertical inhomogeneity side walls, we believe a further improvement of a factor of 2 to 3 of the MR to be in comfortable reach. In addition, the simple vdP geometry may not be optimal. Whatever the ultimate magnitude of achievable MR, it is clear that careful design of simple composite metal-semiconductor structures can result in sensors with substantially enhanced RT geometric MR. He droplets was investigated by infrared spectroscopy. In the pure 4 He droplets (0.38 kelvin), both systems exhibited spectral features that indicate the excitation of angular momentum around the OCS axis. In the colder 4 He/ 3 He droplets (0.15 kelvin), these features remained in the oD 2 cluster spectra but disappeared in the pH 2 spectra, indicating that the angular momentum is no longer excited. These results are consistent with the onset of superfluidity, thereby providing the first evidence for superfluidity in a liquid other than helium.
The helium liquids 4 He and 3 He are the only known substances that exhibit the phenomenon of superfluidity below transition temperatures T c ϭ 2.18 K and T c ϭ 2.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 K, respectively. Despite intensive theoretical and experimental efforts during the ϳ60 years since its discovery, this remarkable effect still eludes complete understanding (1). Thus, there is considerable interest in finding superfluidity in other substances, and this is one of the reasons for the great interest in the recently discovered phenomenon of BoseEinstein condensation (BEC) in the alkali atom gases (2) . In 1972, Ginzburg and Sobyanin (3) estimated the BEC temperature of the modification of hydrogen molecules with antiparallel spins on the two nuclei (i.e., para-H 2 or pH 2 molecules) to be T c ϭ 6 K. They used the formula †To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: jtoenni@gwdg.de
